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Sprague Library Lagging Behind National Averages

Sprague library will remain 54% below the minimum standard that the United States office of education considers adequate for college libraries. Dr. John R. Beard, head librarian, attributes this to the expected 1000 additional students in 1970-71 school year.

Funds for special development of the library have been raised from $111,227 in 1969-70 to $250,000 for 1970-71 but even with the $250,000 "we will remain 54% below the minimum standard," Beard said. This $250,000 figure must still pass thru the State Legislature before becoming final.

Mr. Vince Calabrese, vice-president of business and finance, said: "The board of trustees has set a higher priority on land addition rather than library addition."

Mr. Vincent Calabrese, vice-president of business and finance, said: "The board of trustees has set a higher priority on land addition rather than library addition." He added: "The future of MSC lies in more land. We couldn't possibly expand with the existing land."

A library addition of $3-million had been planned.

The plan now being considered by the MSC board of trustees would grant $1.5-million for library addition and $1.5 million for land allocation. This must also pass thru the Legislature before becoming final.
Jerome Quinn: He Plans, Mediates and Putters

Jerome Quinn
Growing Office.

with most buildings on the campus. A native of Queens, N.Y.,
he was physical plant director at

Steven's Institute of Technology in

Hoboken before coming to MSC.

"The student union building

will be started in late spring," noted the
director, outlining

future constructions at MSC.

"The new 16-story dormitory

will be completed by April 1971. The
current foundation problems have

been solved."

"Puttering around the house and
garden" and involvement in church
and community affairs keep Quinn

busy in his leisure
time. He and his wife have

recently returned from a

Caribbean cruise where they

enjoyed "island hopping," he

added.

Plans for the new math-science
building are 90% complete
explained the planner, a

reserved

man. "Plans for the three-story air

conditioned structure which will

house labs, classrooms and offices

will be finished by September."
The building will be erected on

the grassy plot between the music

building and the recreation lodge,
the latter now used as a
drafting lab.

A Mets fan who previously
cheered for the Dodgers, Quinn

lives with his wife and three small
daughters in Wayne.

When asked why buildings on

campus seem, such a motley
group, the planner put it this way;

"The architect is selected for each building which can do the

best job. The architect attempts to
design a building different from

previous buildings. This results in

variation—contrasting building appearances. The design of the

building is decided between the
college, architect and state office.

Misunderstandings arise among

the three interested parties and

lead to delays. This building
development and coordination of

the different parties is the more

challenging part of my job."

A calendar of events and places

in the metropolitan area.

DATEBOOK

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29.

PLAY, "The Importance of Being Earnest," Caldwell
College. 8 p.m. General admission $1.50; students 99 cents.
602-2617. Also April 30 and May 1.

MSC SYMPOSIUM. "Development of Math-Science
buildings on campus." Montclair State College, Raubinger
Hall. 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. Also May 6.

THURSDAY, APRIL 30.

FILM. "As I Lay Dying." Montclair State College,
Memorial auditorium. 7:30 p.m.

PLAY. "Guys and Dolls." A Workshop 90 production.

UPASCA. College. 8:30 p.m. Also May 1, 2.

LECTURE. Dr. Henry Steele Commager, history
professor, Amherst College. Drew University, The Great
Hall. 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 2.

CHINESE AUCTION. Felician College, So. Main
street, Lodi. 7 p.m.

SUNDAY, MAY 3.

SPRING CONCERT. Clarion Chorus. Felician College,
admiratorium. 2 p.m.

ART EXHIBIT. Oils and sculpture. Englewood Cliffs
College, Daily 1-5 p.m. evenings, Wednesday and Friday 7-9
p.m. (thru May 18).

ART EXHIBIT. Paintings by Elaine De Kooning.
Drew University, college gallery. Brothers hall. Opening 4:45 p.m.;
other times. Mon.-Fri. 9-5; weekends 3-5 p.m.

MONDAY, MAY 4.

REGUSICA. National Theater Company, St. Elizabeth's
College, Xavier auditorium. 7:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAY 5.

FILM. Harvey's "Dralhame." Paterson State College,
Raubinger Hall 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. Also May 6.

MSC CONCERT CHOIR. Montclair State College,
Memorial auditorium. 8:30 p.m.

DINNER TO HONOR HAROLD C. BOHN

A retirement dinner in honor of

Dr. Harold C. Bohn, chairman
of the English department will be

held at the Robin Hood Inn,
Mon., May 11 at 7 p.m.

The affair is sponsored by

Senate fraternity, which Bohn has

advised for the past 40 years.

The dinner is open to all members of the college community at a cost of

$10 per person, which includes a

contribution towards a gift.

The menu features prime ribs of beef.

Reservations may be made at

the office of James W.

Cotttingham, chairman of the banquet committee.

WECKESSER TO HEAD SPEECH DEPT.

Dr. Ernest P. Weckesser Jr., has been appointed chairman of the
department of speech and theater

arts. Currently section chairman of

speech, theater, audiology and

speech pathology departments at

Purdue University, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Weckesser will assume his
duties in September.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

GLASSBORO GETS A NEW PRESIDENT

GLASSBORO — Mark M. Chamberlain will be

formally inaugurated as the fourth president of Glassboro State College Sat., May 2, at 11 a.m. on

the college green in front of Bunce hall.

Principal speaker for the ceremony will be John S.
Mills, vice-president of the National Fund for Medical Education, University Circle
research center, Cleveland, Ohio.

Ralph A. Durang, chancellor of higher education, will deliver platform
greetings.

Chamberlain will be invested with his seal of

office by Clyde O. David, chairman of the Glassboro State College Board of Trustees.

The invocation and benediction will be given by

Samuel E. Witchell, professor of social studies at the

college.

Program music for the inaugural will be provided by the GSC Choir and Wind

Ensemble under the direction of Clarence Miller, Professor of music and Jerold C. Frohmader,
assistant professor of music.

Chamberlain, who came to Glassboro from Case

Western Reserve University in East Cleveland, Ohio,

assumed his duties as president of Glassboro last July 1.
EDUCATORS DOING SOME SOUL-SEARCHING

By Robert Slater

HIGHTSTOWN (UPI) — The 60 education specialists who gathered here over the weekend agreed that New Jersey schools will have to face up to a new kind of crisis — better informed, more motivated and independent. "The student is going to become a teacher," one of the specialists said.

Many of the specialists who had gathered in the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. facilities here for "our schools" program, run by the State Education Department, felt at the short time allotted to chat on the state's educational problems, many suggested the get-together was somewhat limited. Some felt that the teachers were, after all, so long-haired blonde from Row Developing Over New Status Of Black Group

By Beverly Walton

In a 14-10 vote, the Student Government Association at Montclair State displayed two methods of obtaining a doctoral degree. The student remains at a smaller college and the university. The two methods are called "PhD in school psychology is the one we're aiming at.

Each student attending MSC for the fall semester will be asked to register at the doctoral program. If the student cooperation is important, said Ferguson, since it will allow successful installation of the program and its continued use. He added that it is also important to each student personally because those areas of the new system which do not present problems can be incorporated immediately.

MSC WILL SPEND A MILLION ON ROCKS

By Dawn Sova

TRENTON — The purchase of the quarry land adjacent to MSC has been OK'd by the Board of Higher Education. The property, consisting of 100 acres, may be purchased by MSC for up to $1.5-million. The purchase was approved due to increased enrollment of 1000 undergraduate students and the need for at least 2000 additional parking spaces. The land will provide a direct connection to Valley road at a point no more than 48, giving the college another access to the campus.

The teachers are using the same classroom facilities ten years ago," said Kathryn Benedict, a long-haired blonde from Row Developing Over New Status Of Black Group.

"The students are using the same field trips, now as unfair student reaction was a convinced, however understated, that it was the education system — not the students — which was at fault for failing to deliver the proper tools and for confining certain kinds of subject matter. "The teachers are using the same tools, the same techniques, the same approach, the same tests and the same textbooks as they did ten years ago," said Kathryn Benedict, a long-haired blonde from Row Developing Over New Status Of Black Group.

"But the problem lies in the collection of complete and accurate information. Students must be able to analyze the data in the forms that will be requested of them. Without a correct input no computer system is operational."

Gladeaux
May Up Its
Food Prices

A boost in MSC food prices — that's the word from Vincent Calabrese, vice-president for business and finance. "An increase in food prices of some sort can be expected, although exactly when it will take effect isn't definite. My personal estimation is that the increase will be proportional to the cost of living increase in the past two years — from approximately 12 to 15%," Mr. Vincent Calabrese commenting on rumored increase in food service fees.

The food service contract has gone out to four companies for bids, in addition to ABC-Gladieux, which presently holds the contract. A decision is expected in three weeks. According to Calabrese, the food service fee has been the same since 1964. He added, "there will definitely be an increase and, now, it's just a question of how much."

MSC Seeks Hookup
With Montclair Cops

By Linda Monaco
StafF Writer

An affiliation between the Montclair State security department and the Montclair municipal police may be in the offing.

Traffic problems at the corner of Normal and Upper Mountain avenues have prompted the MSC administration to consider the move for next year. But, security chief Joseph Daly said, "nothing is definite yet."

Presently the town of Montclair's police have been directing the heavy traffic that results on the corner of Normal and Upper Mountain avenues from 3:30-6:30 p.m., stated Daly.

He explained that this situation results in a lot of paperwork and trouble for the local police. The security chief believes that the college should take over coverage on this block.

"Being part of the auxiliary town police would allow one security guard to direct traffic off-campus and have some police authority over any local commuters who use the Normal-Upper Mountain avenue corner," Daly claimed.

Carnival's Wheels in Motion

By Chris MacMurray
Staff Writer

"FLICK" buttons are proclaiming the presence of "Century of Cinema: The Growth of a Medium," the theme of Carnival '70, scheduled for May 8 and 9.

Jerry Ben, junior history major, cochairman with Joyce Goldstein, sophomore speech major, feels that "the only change I'm really hoping for from last year is a change in the weather." (Last year it rained during the Carnival.) I think that the theme has tremendous possibilities."

This year's theme requires that each participating MSC organization represent a movie. Set up in the College Hall faculty parking lot, booths will be divided into four categories — food, games, entertainment and souvenirs.

A trophy for the top moneymaking booth in each category, a first place trophy awarded on the basis of originality and a trophy for each winner in the four categories will be presented at the senior awards assembly in May.

The women of Delta Theta Pi will be bringing a busload of underprivileged children to Carnival this year instead of participating with a booth. The children will be here from 12 to 4 p.m. on Saturday. The sorority is asking all groups to help entertain them.

Carnival '70 will be open from 6 p.m. to midnight Fri., May 8 and from noon to midnight Sat., May 9.

What's Happening With Construction

Student Union building — Groundbreaking is expected on May 21. Planning is opened for September 1971.

Crow road bridge — Bids for the construction of a bridge connection from the freshman parking lot are due May 7 with a completion date set for September 1970.

Math-science building — Drawings for a $4.4-million math-science building will be ready in November. Opening should occur in September 1972.

Library expansion — A $1-million addition to the library is in the program stage.

New dorm — The structure is now six stories high.
Claremont Avenue
Without Trees Is Just a Street

By Susan Dominski
Staff Writer

Trees lining Claremont avenue in Montclair which are in danger of being chopped down to widen the road are being defended by Mrs. Mary Arny, biology assistant professor. A field study conducted by Mrs. Arny and the economic botany class revealed the consequences which would result if the 186 trees were removed.

"The plan to remove the trees just dropped out of the blue," she said. "This campaign did not become public until early this spring."

As I understand it, the total cost to remove the trees and widening the street will be $100,000." The town of Montclair wants to widen the street because of the large number of traffic accidents which occur on Claremont avenue.

"The street needs to be repaired," she continued, and if the town widens the road, the state will pay half the cost, that is $50,000. The value of these trees which are mostly maple, based on quotations from nurserymen would be $400,000, she informed. That is, if you could do it with the same size trees.

Concerning the replacement of the butchered resource, the biologist said, "the statement that the trees will be replaced in misleading. The plan to replace them with small flowering trees."

The cost of removing the disputed plant life would be $7,500 according to Mrs. Arny. "When you realize that a two-inch maple tree with a bare root costs $25 and the kind of replacement needed, you wouldn't get out for under $10,000," she assented.

"American society runs on cash value," stated the investigator. "The value in comfort from shade and beauty form the trees cannot be appraised. So far as traffic accidents are concerned," she believes, "from a survey I made of trees involved in accidents, if the car hadn't gone into a tree it would have gone into a house."

BREAKING THE LAW

There are about seven traffic lights and one railroad crossing on Claremont avenue, according to Mrs. Arny. "Anybody who travels over 30 mph is breaking the law. If someone can't avoid hitting a tree he should have his license revoked," she stated emphatically.

The investigator suggested a more effective widening of the street could be accomplished by making it a no-parking zone. Parking is now allowed on both sides of the street and this would add 10 feet, she said.

The biologist revealed that each tree which holds approximately 10,000 leaves, manufactures enough oxygen to support the breathing of one adult. "Each tree is supporting life by supplying him with oxygen and removing the exhaled carbon dioxide," she explained.

It's All This Garbage

"Don't just stand there, do something." That may well have been the saying of several members of Alpha Phi Omega to the crowd of MSC students on the lawns after Earth day speeches were over. Member of the service fraternity had pledged their help to make this a cleaner campus previous to the Earth day celebration and panel discussion. "It's the effort," said friends of both sexes of the brothers volunteered also. With plastic garbage bags in hand, the students picked up soda cups, straws, milk containers and cigarette filters.

But most of the time their work seemed undone, since students sat on the lawns simply dropped their garbage all over again. Some of them scoffed.

"What difference does it make... one day we pick up garbage and everything is nice," commented one sophomore. Several of his friends nodded in agreement.

"But," the MONTCLAIRION countered, "Paul Bunyan day is dedicated to the same effort."

"But," answered a large majority of students encountered, "it still won't make any difference. What's got to be done is a commitment by each student not to drop anything anymore. And that won't happen."

"Earth day is a waste of time," commented an APO brother, "unless it works to make this campus unpolluted and that means picking up and throwing away this garbage."

The Sun Shines On Earth Day

By Maurice J. Moran Jr.
Staff Writer

A little bit of noise pollution from a jazz band, balloons filled with polluted air and test tubes filled with tracers of odd chemicals in our water system all added up to a celebration of Earth day for MSC, 1970.

A week that was generally clouded over, foggy and rainy was broken up in the middle by a sunny, breezy day for Earth day celebrations. In New York, thousands walked on a pedestrian mall once known as Fifth avenue. In Upper Montclair, students crammed the pedestrian mall in front of Life Hall to view the demonstration booths set up by groups such as Friends of the Earth, the Sierra Club, Save the Earth Committee and the MSC Conservation Club.

Posters drawn and painted by students in the club, a cafeteria window display crying "Have you thanked a plant today?" and a banner stretching across the road proclaiming "Earth day Everyday" dotted the campus for the day of April 22.

In Studio theater, Dr. Edward Ambry introduced President Thomas Richardson as the "first college president in the U.S. to know about Earth day," since Ambry was in on the original planning meeting last summer.

SLOW DISORDER IN SOCIETY

Then Sen. Clifford Case delivered a speech connecting Earth day with disorder in our society today. "We cannot afford to push our environment so close to the limit that a single accident could throw us over the brink into oblivion. But even to build these "fail safe" mechanisms into our environment will require added costs and sacrifices. And before the public will accept these costs and sacrifices, our whole level of education will have to be raised."

Following Case's talk, a panel discussion of industrial and academic experts launched into the effects of pollution on our society. Dr. Ernest Fincher, political science professor, brought out facts that proved more effort will have to be made in the area of pollution control. A $10 billion, 10-year project has been suggested by President Nixon, he told the crowd of about 200. This is nothing when compared to the $25 billion-per-year spend on Vietnam.

STUDENT REACTION

Some student reaction came as a result of the discussion of birth control by Mt. Seymour Kronish, economics professor, decrying the situation of the "government legislating in the bedroom," and Mrs. Kane who sees population control as a device to avert world famine and giving "each child more love."

After the discussion and questions, a film from the New Jersey Council for Environmental Education called "Later...Perhaps" was shown.

It is a film stressing the importance of active involvement by science classes in the environmental understanding. James T. Marshall, music instructor, wrote the background music and John Cunningham, holding an honorary MSC doctorate, wrote the screenplay. This film will be seen tonite on WNDT, channel 13, in an educational spotlight.
Reportage

More Than a ‘Slip of Paper’

By Michael Traylor

(Editor’s note: Mr. Traylor is a co-editor of the MONTCLARION.)

When you graduate Montclair State College after completing 128 credit hours of prescribed courses, you will receive a slip of paper known as a diploma.

What will this slip of paper mean to you, “the graduate”? To some of you, it will symbolize four years of mental, moral and social experiences which will enrich your lives and help mold you into well-rounded men and women, if you seize the opportunity.

To others, this slip of paper will not symbolize what an education is, but instead, what it can do for a college graduate. To them the intrinsic value of the diploma will probably have more meaning than what’s behind it.

To many, it will only mean that they will earn four or five thousand dollars a year more than “high school graduate. Or it may mean two cars and a split-level home and the socio-economic satisfaction of being in the “middle class”. The extension of the diploma’s material value will be heavily weighed, and I might add, too heavily.

HIGH-GRADe PROFESSORS

During registration time you might hear students saying (and I have), “take this professor — he gives high grades.” Or, “take that professor because he doesn’t require much of the course.” I can’t help but believe that some professors are being motivated by the mere “slip of paper” that awaits them upon graduation. The knowledge that a student’s slip could be gained will slip right through their fingers.

Perhaps, 20 years from now, a bias of what was learned here will be obsolete. For, at this point in time, epistemology is doubling every year. Every day rocks are being turned and old beliefs, myths and theories are cast aside.

So education can be said to be dynamic and remains a means — not an end.

The APPROACH

For now and always will be, the approach to education that is the dominant factor of intelligence. The ability to constantly challenge and ask why is that approach. And it is the student to decide whether or not he will make his presence known.

In when the commencement ceremonies begin, each student will receive a “slip of paper” upon graduation. They will all be the same shape and color but each one will symbolize a special and personal meaning. It is up to the individual student to give it this meaning.

What will your “slip of paper” mean?

Operation Education —

Student Teaching: Less Stress Needed

By Miriam Taub

(Editor’s note: Miss Taub is a former editor-in-chief of the MONTCLARION and a recent student teacher at Montclair High School.)

Suffering the normal ups and downs of “when-am-I-going-to-be-observed” during student teaching, I began to think that there must be a better way to provide adequate supervision to those on the 10-week student teaching program.

For example, there is always some question as to the actual selection and placement of supervisors. The selection of major department supervisors should be done on a voluntary basis. If a professor wants to observe student teachers, his schedule should be arranged to permit him to observe.

A voluntary system for supervisors would hopefully prevent those professors who hate to observe from going out and doing just that.

NO NAILING

The supervisors are not out to nail us to the wall, we are told. They are there to help us and advise us. However, any supervisor will have difficulty “advising,” “helping,” or even “criticizing” if he/she is not familiar with the classroom situation.

And spending half a period in one classroom is certainly not an adequate amount of time for one supervisor to play God with a student teacher’s forming methods of education.

What might be a better solution for both student teacher and supervisor is for the supervisor to spend one complete day with the student teacher rather than two random visits to two randomly-chosen classes.

Which day “it” would be arranged between the student teacher and the supervisor. Here the supervisor would get to see the student teacher in action with all the problems, highlights, right and wrongs that are experienced in one teaching day.

And, unbelievable as it may seem, some supervisors do not seem to understand that the students turn off when the supervisor walks into the classroom. Even though it is often announced that the supervisor is observing the student teacher, not the students, there is a feeling that a stranger has stepped into the familiar atmosphere.

A NEWCOMER

Observers don’t get a true picture of the classroom where there is this feeling that a newcomer has stepped into the private world of 30 people. There is a tendency of the students to “help out” the student teacher and be on their best behavior which may not give true representation of the classroom situation.

This spend-one-day in-the-classroom affair might ease the nervousness of the student teacher and of the students, not to mention that of the cooperating teacher.

But the reason there is such concern over the supervisors and their visits is because they determine that holy eight-credit grade. It’s do or die and kill yourself for it. Student teaching should be offered pass/fail.

What’s so unfortunate with the stress on “the grade” is that a student teacher might tend to compromise his methods of education for that type of classroom situation which the supervisor wants to see. All this leads to the question:

What kind of a policy of education is emanating from the Montclair State College if a student teacher has to feel that classroom performance has to be based on what some other person feels in the “right” method of teaching or subject? Aren’t we looking for new methods of communication in the classroom?

Heaven help this college, if it isn’t...

—Opinion Left—

A Little More on Women’s Lib

By Barbara Fischer

Most women who view women’s liberation with disdain see it as a movement against men, marriage and motherhood. In most cases this is not the truth.

Not all women and acquaintances who are associated with women’s lib. These girls started together as staff members of New York City. They were tired of completely managing an office while being told what to do, were speaking, organizing or flatting around the office. In 1968 they found the Independent Caucus of New York. They are activities included demanding more voice in policy making and burning draft cards, an attempt to place themselves in violation of the selective service law with consequences equal to their male counterparts. Later informal talk sessions began. Linda LoClair, the Barnard girl punished for living with her Russin boyfriend, was active in this group.

A SMALL GROUP

Two women, Marilyn Albert and Ronnie Lichtman have developed a similar group with non-Resistance women. This is where the strength of women’s lib lies, the small group. There are many women involved who do not belong to organizations; it is a grass-roots type movement.

It is from such a group that Marilyn Levine Suflet came. Now eight months pregnant, she still remains interested in women’s lib. Her husband, Stephen, a former staff member of the resistance, encourages her interest. He, like many husbands and boyfriends, knows that his woman’s lib assists a woman in finding her own identity. A woman who is not merely an appendage of her man’s identity can bring more to a relationship than one who depends completely on her man for fulfillment and success. With mutual respect for each other’s identity and activities, Stephen and Marilyn feel that their marriage will be strengthened.

There are those who speak out against sex, men, motherhood and marriage, but they are in the minority. Most of those involved in women’s lib. see more value in women than simply as a passive sex object. They see an opportunity for woman to give to society and men their best talents, and these may or may not include those things considered fit for ladies.

The symposium “Film as Metaphor,” discussing the symbols used in camera sweeps and other techniques, focusing on his famed “Ode-Deas-steps” sequence. The second is Scandinavian Ingmar Bergman, who gave the world “Seventh Seal” and other medieval epics. He presents the “magic of film,” transforming the impossible into the possible celluloid reality.

A symposium is a getting together to discuss the problems of mankind by interested participants. This “Symposium” is well worth participation by everyone interested.
Best Wishes, Tom

We're certainly happy that Thomas Benitz was fortunate enough to capture the presidency of the Student Government Association in last week's sweeping landslide victory.

In our view, Benitz will be a capable leader in the trying times ahead. He's filled with progressive ideas – something the SGA sorely needs.

Here's to

A Year

Of Progress

Our best wishes are also extended to David Mende for putting up a good fight and raising many important issues. We hope Mende's ideas on faculty evaluations and student involvement come under swift consideration by the SGA Legislature.

SGA affairs are nothing new to Vice-President-Elect Stanley Grajewski, Secretary-Elect Francine Niedbals and Treasurer Dawn Sova. They're all experienced student government leaders that will lead us on to a year of progress.

Good luck.

Make Every Day
Earth Day

We're beginning to question the value of last Wednesday's Earth day protests. There was a lot of speaking, singing and marching. It was all very nice. But as for the results, we're a bit puzzled.

For one day in the history of the world, man decided that his earth was in danger of contamination. He looked around, picked up a few pieces of garbage and walked away.

Is one day enough to save the world? Obviously not. But apparently the public-at-large thinks so. So much so that we're just about in the same shape as before we began.

Could
Encourage

Student Body

But public-spirited activists could be encouraged to continue Earth day 365 days a year if there would be enough inspiration.

And we're turning to the Student Government Association and the college administration for that encouragement.

A bill should be presented to the SGA Legislature calling for the establishment of an Earth day committee. The committee would have the sole responsibility of spearheading campus-wide educational projects related to ecology. The Earth day committee should sponsor antiblack protests on a regular basis and establish regular cleanup projects.

No doubt it would be a first for any college in the nation. And since Montclair State has been a leader in progressive educational reform, a standing Earth day committee would enhance the college's image.

Let's keep Earth day going.

CAMPUS
WHIRL

Benitz Plans
And So
Does SGA

Now that the big celebrations have died down after Thomas Benitz's landslide victory, people are beginning to wonder about the president-elect's plans for the future.

Sources close to Benitz say that the blond-haired business major major that he’s not retiring after winning. They say he’s already met with the key SGA officers to hash out plans for next year’s reign.

He currently in the midst of appointing a vice-president for external affairs and several current SGA legislators are under consideration.

Sources claim that Benitz would like to be as close to the students as possible. He rejects the idea that the SGA office must be an ivory tower unto itself. Benitz's friends say that he'd like to be at his desk as much as possible.

A BOSS ROW

We're expecting a big row to develop over the newly-elected status of BOSS, the Black Organization for Success in Society.

A bill passed in the SGA Legislature last week has granted class-one status to the black group. The measure, passed by a thin majority, is causing several figures to conspire against the bill.

They believe that BOSS has no right to receive class-one status because of its ethnic-orientation. They say that BOSS has a closed membership policy which, in effect, would prohibit nonblacks from joining.

Further, they claim, other religious or racial groups have only second-class status. As far as we know, at least three legislators are planning bills offering class-one representation to the Newman community, Protestant foundation and Star of David.

The results should be interesting, since several legislators may demand repeal of the BOSS bill before the end of the semester.

LOOKING FOR REPLACEMENT

On the college-administrative level, Dr. Samson McDowell, vice-president for instruction has just about completed plans for his retirement by June.

Meanwhile, college administrators are quietly searching for an acceptable replacement. One source revealed that several candidates have been secretly interviewed by liberals to conservatives.

The problem, as the source sees it, is that it would be a good year for the college bureaucracy to make up its mind as to the choice. Apparently, Benitz would like to fit right into the "Montclair way."

Claim Kids Would Have No Effect on Elections

By Richard De Santa
Political Reporter
WASHINGTON — An expert in voting behavior has predicted that lowering the voting age to 18 would have virtually no effect on the outcome of elections.

Richard M. Scammon, former director of the Census Bureau and now head of a research organization, feels that lowering the voting age probably would not mean a swing to the left in the nation’s politics, but if anything might “nudge the political center a little to the right.”

Scammon is head of the Washington-based Governmental Affairs Institute, research organization specializing in studies of voting behavior.

He stated that the 10 or 11 million youths aged 18 to 20 that the law would enfranchise could be expected to be no farther left than the 21 to 29 age group.

“They may well be expected to vote more conservatively,” he said, “because they are closer to home. For example, studies have shown the college freshmen are more conservative than seniors.”

He emphasized that neither major party should expect to be hurt significantly by the Senate-passed proposal to make 18 the voting age for all local, state and national elections.

This is the ORIGINAL Pabst Blue Ribbon beer
NATURE’S CHOICEST PRODUCTS PROVIDE ITS PRIZED FLAVOR.
ONLY THE FINEST OF HOPS AND GRAINS ARE USED.
Selected as America’s Best in 1893

GOOD OLD-TIME FLAVOR
—no other beer has it.

Pabst Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wisc.

Music director-composer-arranger Barry Manilow skillfully plinks the rousing sounds of the 1890s “music hall” on the piano and guides the audience in its appropriate responses to the action. Excellent actors with their absurdly exaggerated gestures and posings, their perfect control of voice and movement combine with the superb costuming and staging to produce a flawless performance.

Any men who plan to go should sit on the aisle; perhaps you’ll be lucky enough to have “The Seeker of Young Men,” the voluptuous Joy Garrett, choose you as part of her affectionate song “Shall I Be An Old Man’s Darling.”

The funniest, good-natured show of the season, I’ll wager a stein of beer (or root beer for teetotalers) that you’ll leave “The Drunkard” chuckling warmly.

FILM AT FAIRLEIGH
Anyone interested in what’s happening with film today will be happy to hear that “The Kinetic Art, Series 2” will be shown tonight at Fairleigh Dickinson University, Florham-Madison campus. This exciting collection of shorts by both beginning and leading film makers in America and Europe begins at 7:45 p.m. in Twombly lounge; admission free.

Tomite’s Program Three includes Philippe Garrel’s “Marie Pour Memoire,” Yoji Kuri’s “Au Fou,” Jan Svankmajer’s “Hostoria Natura” and Jordan Nelson’s “Momentum” in which these creative people reveal their varied modes of awareness of life of a policeman in the big city — the moral dilemma he faces when dealing with corruption and humanity.

A dramatically-direct documentary, “Warrendale,” and the short “Antonio” continue the program Fri., May 1, at 8:00 p.m. in the Calcia Visual Arts Center Auditorium (L 135). “Warrendale” studies not only emotionally-disturbed children at their treatment center, but also the anger, rage, and grief in everybody, especially when loss and death occur.

2 Awards for Montclarion

Columbia University’s Scholastic Press Association has awarded the MONTCLARION a first place certificate for its excellence in collegiate journalism. This is the second consecutive year that the MONTCLARION has received such an award.

In addition, the University of Minnesota’s Associated Collegiate Press recently awarded the MONTCLARION a mark of distinction for its balanced content and coverage of significant news.

More than 600 newspapers from throughout the United States were evaluated.

College Students
3 eves. and Sat. Par time. $2.75 per hr.
Full time summers. Scholarships available.

Apply for interview Thurs. and Fri. 12:00 and 3:00 p.m. in Life Hall’s Davella Mills rm.

LOOKING FOR A TEACHING POSITION?


Hundreds of teaching positions in all areas and fields of the Elementary and Secondary levels.

Some vacancies for Department Chairmen, Assistant Principals, Principals, Supervisors and Coordinators.

All these positions for September of 1970 are listed in the Journal of Educational Listings. Send for your copy now - Limited number available.

Mail to: Journal of Educational Listings P. O. Box 239, Dept. 3 Farmingdale, Long Island, N. Y. 11735

Price - $10.00 per copy - Check, Money order or cash. Please send me copy (s) of the Journal at $10.00 per copy. I am enclosing $ .

Name
Address
City State

PRINT CLEARLY Zip

-fill in the blank.

Buy, sell, trade with Montclairian classifieds. File a line. Call 783-3681 or deliver your ad to the office, 2nd floor, Life hall.

The true adventures of four Bible salesmen are depicted in “Salesman,” a documentary by Albert and David Maysles, to be shown Sat., May 2, at 4 p.m. in Memorial auditorium. Vincent Canby sees in this film “an image of America as a worn-out Disneyland that is unforgettable.” Three shorts will accompany it: “God Is A Dog Spelled Backwards,” “World of 68” and “American Time Capsule.”

Earley hopes that students at MSC will find something to think about after seeing this program.

WELCOME: Jubilant pledges were welcomed with confetti by their respective sororities in Life Hall cafeteria last Friday.

Give Mom a Big Hug early.

And make Mother’s Day last longer. Call or visit an FTD Florist today. And order a Big Hug Bouquet to arrive early. He’ll send it across the street. Or country. A special arrangement. For a very special mother. Yours. Usually available $12.50 at less than $10.00.

The FTD Big Hug bouquet.

*As an independent businessman, each FTD Florist sets his own prices.
**Tennis Team Defeats JCSC**

Special to the Montclarion.

Montclair State College's varsity tennis team kept in the swing of things last week as its members defeated Jersey City State College for its third win of the season and its second straight conference win. It was the first time that the Indians blanked any team, 9-0.

"The team played excellent tennis," stated Coach Henry Schmidt. "I think that we can win the conference this year."

Dan Sullivan, Bob Hemmel, Ovet Mazula, Chuck Maranzano, Walter Klein and Rich Davison all won singles matches. Later, Klaus Nemetz and Hemmel; Sullivan and Maranzano, and Klein and Al Surplus combined to hand Jersey City another three losses in doubles matches.

Due to the lack of sunshine and dry courts later on in the week, the Indians were forced to postpone two other matches.

The Indians are now 3-1 in the season.

**ATTENTION SENIORS.** Recipients of National Defense student loans must order their DD Form 1388 and necessary forms, shall not receive their loans. Seniors who fail to sign the proper repayment order to sign the proper repayment forms, shall not receive their loans. Seniors who fail to sign the proper repayment forms, shall not receive their loans.

**INdirect Classifieds Bring Results**

**WANTED — 3% room apt. as near to campus as possible. 2 or 3 family house preferred at reasonable price. Call 762-5127. Ask for Paul.**

**ATTENTION SENIORS.** Recipients of National Defense student loans must see Mr. U.J. Neuner before May 18 in order to sign the proper repayment forms. Seniors who fail to sign the necessary forms, shall not receive their credentials in June.

**NEW MASKING UNITS**

- Black Light Room
- 127 Watchung Ave. (Watchung Plaza)
- Upper Montclair DA-GLO
- Mobiles — Stationery — Stems

**WHY?**

- With the strength of Hercules: Rich D'Andrea
- MSC's top shot putter and discus thrower added to his record by defeating Jersey City State in the meet last Wednesday. D'Andrea, undefeated in the discus, has lost only once in the shot put this season.
- In other action over the weekend, Greg Weiss won the 200 yard dash and quarter mile in an AAU development meet held in Warrinaco, N.J. Steve Schappert, T.J. Morris, Sloan Smith and Price Schmidt won firsts to JCS's 7. JSC swept the 100 and 220-yard dashes, with T.J. Morris, Sloan Smith and Everett Davis placing 1-2-3 in both.

**INDIANS' NUMBER ONE ASSET:** Klaus Nemetz.

- It was the first time that the tennis team kept in the swing of things last week as its members defeated Jersey City State College for its third win of the season and its second straight conference win. It was the first time that the Indians blanked any team, 9-0.

**ATTENTION SENIORS.** Recipients of National Defense student loans must order their DD Form 1388 and necessary forms, shall not receive their loans. Seniors who fail to sign the proper repayment order to sign the proper repayment forms, shall not receive their loans.
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- 127 Watchung Ave. (Watchung Plaza)
- Upper Montclair DA-GLO
- Mobiles — Stationery — Stems

**WHY?**

- With the strength of Hercules: Rich D'Andrea
- MSC's top shot putter and discus thrower added to his record by defeating Jersey City State in the meet last Wednesday. D'Andrea, undefeated in the discus, has lost only once in the shot put this season.
- In other action over the weekend, Greg Weiss won the 200 yard dash and quarter mile in an AAU development meet held in Warrinaco, N.J. Steve Schappert, T.J. Morris, Sloan Smith and Price Schmidt won firsts to JCS's 7. JSC swept the 100 and 220-yard dashes, with T.J. Morris, Sloan Smith and Everett Davis placing 1-2-3 in both.

**INDIANS' NUMBER ONE ASSET:** Klaus Nemetz.
Mike Gatos has been hit in the eye with a baseball. While his eye is recuperating, Carol Sakowitz, MONTCLAIRON sports editor, is writing in his place.

NEW YORK — One beautiful sunny day Mike Burke, New York Yankee president, came up with a brilliant idea. Since the High School Sports Editors’ day at Yankee Stadium was such a big success, why not have a College Sports Editors’ day? The appointed day, April 25, turned out to be beautiful and warm, perfect for a ball game. There were 145 colleges represented that day, from New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Connecticut. But there were only 16 women present. With the exception of five, all were relatives or friends of other sports editors.

TOUR OF LOCKERS

The men were given a tour of the locker rooms, press room and tv room, but the 16 women were led into a sports information office to await their return. It seems that women are not allowed any further than a certain point, but some of the editors who went on the tour said that there was nothing exciting to be seen, the players were already on the field.

At 12:30 p.m. we were herded into a large conference room. On the left were Mike Burke, his salt-and-pepper hair crowned by a unruly cowlick, MacDaniel and John Ellis, walked into the room. It was a few minutes before game time, so the comments were brief. Ellis, who looks like a member of MSC’s baseball team, told about his first at bat for the Yankees. “I was excited to say the least but the first time I got up I was hit in the ribs.”

MacDaniel, a senior member of the Yankee team, was asked how he felt on the Curt Flood-reserve clause issue. While Burke looked on, MacDaniel stated that he didn’t want to comment because the issue was still unsettled. He added: “Personally I haven’t been bothered by the reserve clause.” At this moment the players thought it advisable to leave for the game.

Burke concluded his part of the interview by saying: “I think we’ve (baseball) got enough going for the next 100 years — at least the next ten.”

The master of ceremonies, some unnamed person on the Yankee staff, invited us to be guests at the Yankee-Oakland Athletic game (the Yanks lost 3-0) and to step in the bar for hamburgers, hot dogs, soda or beer. At the point we all could have used a beer.

Mike Burke Sports Writer

Indian Wash Out Trenton State

By Mike Gatos

After losing a weeklong battle to the weatherman, Montclair State College’s baseball team finally got into action over the weekend and celebrated the occasion by cropping both games to up its record to 7-2.

Junior lefty Ken Inglis limited Trenton State batters to only 3 singles as the Indians washed out the Lions, 4-0 on Saturday, and Dale Garlick cracked a 2-run homer in the bottom of the 12th inning Sunday to give MSC a come-from-behind, 9-8 victory over Long Island University.

Against Trenton Inglis pitched one of the best games of his college career to pick up his second win of the season against a come-from-behind, 9-8 victory over Long Island University.

Inglis walked 5 and struck out 8 as he completely silenced the Lions’ bats. The shutout dropped Inglis’ ERA to a miniscule 0.32.

After failing to score after loading the bases with one out in the bottom of the 12th against LIU, the Indians almost saw the game go the other way as the Blackbirds scored an unearned run in the 13th on an error and Steve Holis’ double.

Fred Keimel settled down with some good fielding from his mates to rise to the side and eventually benefit from Garlick’s clutch to pick up his first win of the year.

Trailing by a run, Jim Nunnermacker got the Indians going in their half of the 13th when he led off with a single up the middle. Garlick then connected off loser Don Wallace and sent the ball sailing over the left field fence to put a quick end to the game.

Where the action is this summer — come to the

OPEN FORUM TO BE HELD IN AMPHITHEATER

The astrological study committee, organized to determine the roles of athletics in Montclair State College, will hold an open forum at the college amphitheater at 4 p.m. on Mon., May 4, to make its findings public.

The committee will be available at that time to answer any questions from students or faculty.
COLOR COORDINATION: Students gathered last Saturday to paint garbage cans and benches on campus in celebration of Paul Bunyan day.

IN THIS CASE: Senator Clifford Case discusses an ecology exhibit with Diana Cameron, junior biology major.

JAM SESSION: The common People provided the beat for the day’s activities.

LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT: Crowds gathered on the Life Hall mall for MSC's Earth day activities April 22.

SAVE THE EARTH: An MSC student exhibited his support for Earth day on his chest.